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Summary 

Background and Methodology 

This Historic Property Survey Report of Downtown Port Angeles, Washington addresses the 
requirements of the Section 106 Review Process under Title 36, Chapter V I I I Part 800 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act for projects involving Federal Agencies. "The goal 
of consultation is to identify historic properties potentially affected by the undertakings, 
assess its effects and seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on 
historic properties"^ 

A new Multi-Modal Transportation Center is being proposed in conjunction with a D o w t o w n 
Re\italization Master Plan by the City of Port Angeles, Downtown Forward Advisory 
Committee. A component of the funding for this project comes from the Federal Transit 
Administration. The consulting team of Merritt+Pardini, Parametrix, Inc. , Lindberg 
Architects, Northwest Territories, Inc. , and Ravenhurst Development, Inc. are 
responsible for the planning and design of the project and plan. The project proposes a 
new regional commuter bus transfer station of approximately 1,000 square feet to 
accommodate existing downtown commuter buses, and a master plan for future 
commercial, retail and parking development on the same block. The City of Port Angeles 
anticipates this project wil l spark future development in the downtown. Merritt+Pardini 
engaged Eysaman & Company to prepare this report. 

Eysaman & Company began the work of this report in J u l y 1999 and continued it to date. Al l of 
the downtown buildings, structures, and sites within the survey area were inventoried 
and ranked. Their individual integrity was evaluated along with the consistency of their 
sizes and scale, their common relationship to the street and the street pattern that unites 
them. This report presents a general histpry of the downtown's growth and 
development, drawn from the research for the completion of the 43 Washington State 
Historic Inventory Property Forms that accompany this report. 

This report explains how properties were evaluated and selected for the survey. I t presents a 
general historical over\dew and re\dews the various building types and their shared 
characteristics. The report puts forth recommendations for the Multi-Modal 
Transportation Center project and for future development in the downtown area that can 
reinforce the integrity of the historical fabric. 

The report concludes with a bibliography of resources, which were used to prepare this report, 
multiple indexes of the inventoried properties, and a series of maps of property 
evaluations and historical patterns. 

' Advisor)' Council on Historic Preservation. "Title 36, Chapter V I I I , Part 800., Sec. 800.1 Purposes, (a) Purposes of the section 106 process. 
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Findings 

Downtown Port Angeles has a significant collection of historic structures and considerable 
integrit}^ of its urban fabric. I n the opinion of the surveyor, 18 structures are individually 
eligible for designation to the State or National Registers, joining two currently 
designated downtown buildings. 

There is a core area along First Street that retains the greatest integrity of historical fabric. I t 
retains sufficient overall historical integrity to merit establishing a Historic District. I t 
would be centered along First Street, running from Lincoln Street to Oak Street. The 
erosion of this fabric must be stopped as soon as possible; it wil l not be able to absorb 
significant further erosion. 

There is a clearly l imited geographic area that defines the historic "downtown" of Port Angeles. 
It extends a block or two beyond a proposed historic district along First Street on three 
sides. The other side is literally up against the bluff. It is essential to establish this area 
as a Conservation District surrounding a Historic District. Downtown Port Angeles is of 
far greater historical significance when the whole fabric is able to contribute to the stor>^ 
from the bluff to the water. 

There is sufficient interest wi thin the community to presence and protect the historic fabric of 
the downtown and prevent further erosion of it. 
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• Survey Area 
The survey area is located in the City of Port Angeles, Clallam County, Washington State. I t 

includes approximately 50 acres incorporating the entire area that physically and 
historically defines the downtown. T h i s report identifies individual structures of 
historical importance and/or architectural integrity within it and evaluates the historical 
integrity of the downtown as a whole. The Multi-Modal Transportation Center's site is 
approximately one acre and the majority of its direct impact is limited to one block of 
Downtown Port Angeles. 

• Compliance Action 
" I n May of 1995, the City of Port Angeles issued a Request for Proposal, inviting firms to submit 

proposals to 'program, manage and coordinate a Central Business District Revitalization 
Plan and pre-design of a multi-modal transportation center at a site (to be determined) 
near the present ferry terminal on Railroad Avenue in Port Angeles.' 

I n March 1997, Parametrix, I n c submitted "Multi-Modal Transportation Center Pre-Design and 
Downtown Revitalization Master Plan, F ina l Report" to the City of Port Angeles, 
Downtown Forward Advisory Committee. 

I n 1997, the proposed demolition of a commercial structure at 123 Front Street concerned 
individuals of the Port Angeles Downtown Association and the Clallam County Historical 
Society that another historical structure might be lost without adequate consideration of 
its historical significance. On 30 October 1997, the Washington State Office of 
Archaeology and Historic Preservation determined the structure was not eligible for 
nomination to the National Register of Historic Structures and it was subsequently 
demolished. This event alerted some members of the community to the possible impact 
of the new Multi-Modal Transportation Center on downtown's eroding historic fabric. 

A component of the funding for this project comes from the Federal Transit Administration, in 
accordance with Section 106 Review Process of Title 36, Chapter V I I I Part 8 0 0 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act for projects involving Federal Agencies. "The goal of 
consultation is to identify historic properties potentially affected by the undertakings, 
assess its effects and seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on 
historic properties."3 

I n the spring of 1999 a team led by Merritt+Pardini outlined a process of workshops that would 
develop the "vision, goals, design criteria, space program, and project budget" for a 
Multi-Modal Transportation Center. Various municipal, business and private interest 
involved or impacted by this project were asked to participate. The workshops began in 
J u l y 1999 and continued into early 2 0 0 0 , concurrent with other pre-design activities. 

^ Parametrix, Inc. "Multi-Modal Transportation Center Pre-Design and Downtown Revitalization Master Plan". Bremerton: Parametrix, In., 
March 1997. p3 

^ Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. "Title 36, Chapter V I I I , Part 800. Sec. 800,1 Purposes (a) Purposes of the section 106 process. 
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• Survey Team 
Merritt+Padini engaged Eysaman & Company in J u l y 1999 to prepare this Historic Property 

Survey Report of Downtown Port Angeles, Washington. Eysaman & Company was 
authorized in the development of resources, their interpretation, and preparing the 
conclusions and recommendations of this report. Gerald K B Eysaman began in J u l y 
1999 and has conducted the bulk of the work of this survey. Darryl S Hal l , at Eysaman & 
Company assisted in the input, transfer and collation of resource information. J i l l Cohn, 
architect and preservationist helped review portions of the report. 

• Inventory Forms and Reports 
The original copy of this survey report goes to Merritt+Pardini, Tacoma. Photocopies go to the 

Port Angeles Public Library, Port Angeles, and the Clallam County Historical Society, 
Port Angeles. The 43 original Individual Historic Property Inventory Forms go to 
Merritt+Pardini. I t is expected they wi l l eventually be transferred to the State Office of 
Archeology and Historic Preservation, in Lacey, Washington, for their permanent files. 
Al l original negatives, interview notes and preliminary field reports are filed at Eysaman 
& Company, Tacoma, Washington. 
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I L Research Design 

• Objectives 
This Historic Property Survey Report ". . .wil l serve as a planning tool to avoid the loss of 

significant historic properties, facilitate preservation of historic buildings, and 
enhance revitalization and redevelopment in downtown."4 

This Historic Property Survey Report provides the information needed to comply with 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act that mandates it "... identify 
historic properties potentially affected by the undertakings, assess its effects and 
seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on historic 
properties"5 by construction and use of the new Multi-Modal Transportation 
Center. The Multi-Modal Transportation Center is proposed for the block 
between East Front and East Railroad Avenue, extending from North Lincoln to 
North Laurel Streets. Future Master Planning is being undertaken for the block 
to the west. This report expands the survey's area to incorporate the entire 
downtown district. 

It identifies individual structures of historical importance and/or architectural integrity 
and evaluates the overall historical integrity of Port Angeles' downtown. The 
downtown area is reviewed, not simply as a collection of individual structures but 
as a fabric woven together from places to live, work, and undertake the activities 
of life that have created the dynamic historic artifact that is contemporary 
Downtown Port Angeles. 

• Research Methodology 

Published and archival material were used to gain pi understanding of the development 
of the downtown area. Several individuals at local institutions and organizations, 
along with independent historians, generously supplied invaluable insight and 
direction. 

Sources C o n s u l t e d 
Numerous sources are available locally to provide information about the development of 

Downtown Port Angeles. The Patricia Campbell Room at the Port Angeles Public 
Library has an excellent map collection and numerous photographic scrapbooks. 
Staff provided useful direction, insights, and opinions. The Clallam County 
Historical Society ( C C H S ) made numerous historical maps and the Bert Kellogg 
collection of photographs available for review. Kathy Monde, Director, and Dona 
Cloud, volunteer docent, provided valuable assistance. The Clallam County 
Genealogical Society maintains a thorough collection of city directories. 

M a p s 
The Port Angeles Public Library has an extensive collection of maps of early Port Angeles 

ranging from more detailed early platt maps from the 1880's to promotional 
maps with a "Birds-eye" view of the "established" town i n i S g i . 

Greg Griffith, Comprehensive Planning Specialist, Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development, Office of 
Archaeology and Historic Preservation. From a letter to Mr. Jeff Pomeranc, City Manager, City of Port Angeles, 30 October 1997. 
^ Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. "Title 36, Chapter V I I I , Part 800. Sec. 800.1 Purposes (a) Purposes of the section 106 
process. 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps were a particularly valuable resource in tracking the 
development of the downtown and alterations to the landscape. The bulk of these 
maps; 1891,1897,1911,1917, 1924,1947,1949,1952,1955, and 1964 came from 
E R I I S (Environmental Risk Information & Imaging Services in Virginia). 
Jackson Smart, a local historian, had a 1924 edition, amended through 1958. The 
C C H S had a 1911 Edition amended without date. These maps provided extensive 
information about properties, including construction materials, uses, occupancy, 
and heat sources. By comparing maps from different years the pattern of 
development can be determined. While these maps provide valuable information 
about the buildings they depict, occasional mapping errors occurred. The 
original maps are hand lettered and rendered with watercolors. They are working 
documents and as information changed were regularly updated. Much of this 
information is lost i n photocopies and the constant changes pasted one over the 
other are rarely dated. As a result the information on them is only as accurate as 
that recorded and maintained. 

H i s t o r i c a l P h o t o g r a p h s 
The Port Angeles Public Library maintains numerous scrapbooks, with collections of 

photographs and historic postcards. A local photographer, Bert Kellogg, 
maintained a vast collection of photographs, which are well cataloged at the 
CCHS. Both collections contain photographs, which document and bring to life 
the people and events that formed the downtown, from the slucing and filling of 
Front Street to the armada of American warships in the harbour. The Kellogg 
Collection is organized by subject, street, building type and events. The library's 
collections are more casually arranged. These resources proved invaluable in 
developing a clearer picture of the ongoing changes in buildings and streetscapes. ^ 

C l i p p i n g F i l e s 
The Port Angeles Public Library maintains files of articles from local newspapers, flyers, 

and bulletins about a variety of subjects.. The categories tend to be general in 
nature. Information about the downtown can be located in files on buildings. 
Port Angeles History, by dates, people, business, major events and a variety of 
categories. 

D i r e c t o r i e s 
Port Angeles can first be found in Polk's Puget Sound Director of 1887. There are a 

series of Oregon, Washington and Alaska Gazetteers in the 1890's and 1900's that 
provide a directory of Port Angels directories. After 1906 Polk's Port Angeles 
and Clallam County Directories are regularly available. These directories contain 
separate listings for community institutions, social clubs, hotels and business. 
They provide valuable information that develops a more complete picture of the 
history of many of the buildings downtown, identifying the various tenants or 
businesses. 

G e n e r a l H i s t o r i e s 
Many resources, both published and non-published, address topics relevant to the 

downtown. Among the works which provide background information about the 
development of Port Angeles and the downtown are Port Angeles, Washington: A 
History. Volume L an illustrated history by Paul Martin; A Brief History of Fort 
Angeles, by Wil l iam Welsh; and The Story of Port Angeles and Clallam County 
Washington, written in 1937 by G.M. Lauridsen. 
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P o r t A n g e l e s A s s e s s o r ' s Off ice. 
Here, tax records were available for each property. They supplied the current owner's 

name and address, legal descriptions, dates of construction, some information 
about the type of construction, often an old sketch of the property with detailed 
building information, and occasionally an older photograph. Many of the dates 
of construction identified in these records conflicted with other sources that were 
determined to be more accurate. 

T h e P u b l i c W o r k s & U t i l i t i e s D e p a r t m e n t 
Sewer records provided another valuable source of building dates. These documents 

included maps, sewer permit application dates, and subsequent inspection dates 
for work made to individual lots. The available records go back to 1920. They 
note the first recorded connection, not necessarily the date of first construction. 
They list the owners of each property at the time of permit application. 

I n d i v i d u a l s 
Gerald K B Eysaman conducted several personal interviews in the fall of 1999. 

On 01 J u l y 1999 Paul Martin, author of "A History of Port Angeles", was interviewed. He 
provided a rich background to the early history of the region and the current 
development of downtown. His book provides an authoritative and provocative 
history of the entire city and environs. 

On 31 August 1999 Jackson Smart, a local resident, historian and advocate of 
underground Port Angeles was interviewed. He conveyed wonderful insights and 
architectural anecdotes about downtown. Mr. Smart has been working to 
develop an underground tour of Port Angeles, exposing the few remaining below 
street storefronts and interiors. He maintains an important collection of 
artifacts, memorabilia, and photographs of the downtown area. This includes a 
1924 copy of a Sanborn Fire Insurance Map^. 

An interview with Aria Holzsuha, Executive Director of the Port Angeles Downtown 
Association, raised many issues concerning the direction of downtown's growth 
and development. She expressed her strong conviction that there should be no 
more loss of historic structures downtown. 

• Survey Methodology 

I n July, Gerald K B Eysaman conducted a preliminary walk-through survey of the 
downtown area. Through field notes and observations, a preliminary map of 
downtown's historic resources was prepared. Individual properties were 
reviewed, ranked and graded.^ This initial evaluation of properties was based 
solely on observed physical integrity and condition. 

^ Updated to 1958 and I960. 
^ They were graded A, B , C, D, F or N. A = substantially intact, B^slightly altered, C=moderately altered, D=substantially altered, F= 
significantly, to the point of unrecognizably altered, and N= non-contributing, built after 1950. 
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Properties were given an A (5) i f they were considered to be substantially intact, with few 
significant alterations. B (4) properties were those that had been slightly altered, 
simple changes that could easily return a building to its historical condition. 
Properties identified C (3) were judged to have altered important features and it 
would take significant effort to return the property to its historic condition. D (2) 
was given to those properties that had seriously compromised their historical 
integrity and could not be recovered. The lowest grade was F (1), and this was 
reserved for those historic structures that had been so substantially modified as 
to be almost unrecognizable from their original. A l l properties dating after 
1950/1 were simply listed as N (non-contributing), they received no further 
research. 

The rank for some properties changed as additional information about original 
construction dates was uncovered or as subsequent research revealed a far 
greater level of modification. A few properties with severely modified exteriors 
were inventoried when local informants suggested they were significant 
structures for their historical contribution to downtown or that they substantially 
retained historic fabric beneath non-contributing cladding. This was the case 
with the Bank of America (Historic; First National Bank Building @ 102 East 
Front Street) and the Family Shoe Store (Historic; Nelson Block @ 130 West 
Front Street). 

Individual Historic Property Inventory Forms have been prepared for 43 properties, 
which have been only moderately altered, receiving a grade of C or better. Some 
properties received a multiple ranking where a its historical integrity varies. 
These properties have extremely divergent parts; upper floors typically maintain 
a strong historical integrity and street level storefronts are seriously modified. 
This includes Harbourtowne Mall (Historic: Olympic Motorcoach Terminal @ 
212 North Front Street) and the M&z:S Reality Building (@ 118/120 East Front 
Street). 

Between August 1999 and March 2 0 0 0 several additional site reviews of the downtown 
were made. I n March, Darryl Hal l assisted in collecting field information. Gerald 
K B Eysaman took all the photographs used on the Individual Inventory Survey 
Forms. 

Merritt+Pardini conducted several workshops relating to the progress and impact of 
their project. Workshop 1 was held 17-18 August 1999, Workshop 2 on 21-22 
September 1999, Workshop 3 on 26 October 1999, and on 17 November 1999 and 
19 January 200 there were committee meetings. The workshops provided and 
solicited information from public and private entities involved with the project 
and downtown development. The committee meetings reviewed and assessed the 
results of the workshops. 

• Expectations 
The development of the Multi-Modal Transit Center and the future Master Plan for 

Downtown Port Angeles wi l l help establish standards for future development. By 
responding to the historical fabric, scale, and texture it can establish important 
criteria for future development. 

There are significant gaps that resemble "missing teeth" throughout the downtown area. 
They are most concentrated in the blocks between Railroad and Front Streets, the 
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length of the waterfront. I t appears as though this pattern resulted from a 
creeping degradation of the existing fabric caused by a combination of individual 
neglect, the abandonment of downtown businesses, and failed urban renewal 
projects. This survey wi l l try to quantify the extent of the erosion of the historical 
fabric. 

As previously noted, there are many interests,^ often competing, at work trying to 
determine the future of downtown Port Angeles. They can be broadly identified 
as the growth and new development interests, the historicists and those wishing 
to capture a sense of place (or marketing tool) from that history, and the many 
downtown area users, including the local businesses, shoppers and tourists. The 
downtown seems to be a critical juncture. Since the 1950's, there has been a slow 
erosion of the historic fabric from severe alteration and demolition. 

• Delineate Area Surveyed 

The area of this Historical Survey Report extends beyond the area immediately impacted 
by the Multi-Modal Transportation Center ( M M T C ) . I t extends east and west 
and north and south to capture the entire area historically recognized as 
downtown Port Angeles. 

The survey area extends three lots east of Lincoln Street [historically where the beach 
narrowed below the bluff] to the west side of South Valley Street [the historic 
mouth of Valley Creek]. I t extends north into Port Angeles Harbor to capture the 
extant piers and south to the alley between First and Second Streets that aligns 
roughly with the bluff. (See Figure 1 Survey Area) 

Figure 1 
Survey Area 

Port Angeles Harbour 

•3 FIGURE 1 Survey Area 

Federal Highway 101 traveling west enters the southeast corner of the survey area and 
immediately turns south along South Lincoln Street. The distant shoreline wraps 
around clockwise, just to the west of the survey area, forming Ediz Hook 

^ This includes the City of Port Angeles, Clallam Transit, Washington State Department of Human Services, various downtown 
business associations, ferry companies. Port Angeles Downtown Association, Downtown Forward committee, individual business 
owners, historians and preservationists, and tourists, 
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and creating the calm water of Port Angeles Harbor. 

• Prior Survey Activity 
Relatively few properties or sites i n the downtown area have been nominated and listed 
on the Washington Heritage Register ( W H R ) or National Register of Historic Places 
( N R H P ) . Those so listed are: 

• Hollywood Beach (Clallam Indian Village)^ Native American Site 
A stretch of beach east of Lincoln Street, on Port Angeles Harbor. 
Washington Heritage Register listed: i i February 1972 

• Old Post Office/Federal Building Bui l t : 1920 
138 West Front Street 
National Register of Historic Places listed: 1 September 1983 

• Naval Lodge E l k s Building Bui l t : 1926 
131 East Front Street 
National Register of Historic Places listed: 2 May 1986 

Several properties i n the downtown have had Individual Property Inventory Forms 
completed. These are: 

• Port Angeles Harbor 
Partially enclosed by Ediz Hook, Strait of J u a n de Fuca. 
Inventory Survey 26 June 1969 

• T h e Port Angeles Townsite 
On Port Angeles Harbor. The townsite includes 3,520 acres of land extending 5 
miles east west and one mile inland, wh.ich contains the current downtown survey 
area. 
Inventory Survey 1 November 1969 

• Art Gallery (Port Angeles Freight Station)^^ Bui l t : c. 1900 
221 North Oak Street 
Inventory Survey 24 September 1989 

• Harbor Towne Mall (Bus Station)^^ Bui l t : 1923 
212 North Lincoln Street 
Inventory Survey No date 

• Thunderbird T a v e r n ( M a r s h a l l Wel ls Store) 
111 West Front Street 
Inventory Survey No date 

• Lee Hotel Bui l t : 1927 
112 West First Street 
Determined eligible 10 December 1998 

Remodeled: 1999 

This site is just outside of the survey area to the east. 
Originally inventoried as the Port Angeles Freight Depot. Original inventory incorrectly identified this structure on its original site. 

The building was relocated here. 
" Originally inventoried as the Lincoln Welding Building (Greyhound Bus Station) 
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• Integration with the Planning Process 

The initial mapping of properties was transmitted to Merritt+Pardini presented at 
Workshop i on 17 August 1999. This information, along with subsequent 
informal contact between Gerald K B Eysaman and I m a d Bahbah, project 
Manager at Merritt-f Pardini, has influenced the placement of the proposed 
project. The proposed site for the project is one of few open sites i n the 
downtown, thereby having the minimal impact on existing fabric. The majority 
of the street front buildings on the north side of East Front Street disappeared 
between 1947 and 1949. Much of the same block along East Railroad Avenue was 
never built on; it remained under water through 1924. The Sandborn Fire 
Insurance map of 1947 shows this block as "sand f i l l . " Merritt+Pardini ' s current 
pre-design efforts for the Multi-modal Transportation Center retain historical 
structures identified as significant^^ the east and west. Patterns of the historic 
fabric are being incorporated in parts of the project. ^3 

2 1 2 North Lincoln Street and iOl and 105/7 East Front Street. 
'"̂  Most notable maintaining a "solid" corner at East Front Street and North Lincoln Street. 
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I I L Historical Overview 

Natural geography played an important factor in the selection of the site that would 
become Port Angeles. Located at the top center of the Olympic Peninsula, the 
dynamic waters of the Strait of J u a n de Fuca are to the north and the wild 
wilderness of the Olympic Mountains are to the south. Once, when the water level 
was higher, steep bluffs formed along this entire coast. Numerous creeks emptied 
abundant fresh water all along the coast. Ediz Hook spit first developed as the ebb 
and flow of waters deposited their sediment. Behind this sweeping spit in calm 
waters a gentle beach developed from similar deposits. 

This was the place Don Francisco de Elza , sailing for the Spanish Viceroy of Mexico sought 
refuge from the storms in the Straits of J u a n de Fuca on 2 August 1791. This first 
western explorer was so pleased with the gentle waters protected by the 
outstretched spit of land he christened the place "Porto de Nuestra Senora de los 
Angeles". 

The first settlement by westerners started along this beach at the mouth of Valley Creek 
(formerly known as Warriner's Creek) sometime before i 8 6 0 . A n early U.S. Census 
of that year identified it as Cherbourg. i t was somewhat centered in the wider 
beach with plenty of water for drinking and possibly for power generation. 

Further to the east local Native American groups in their dugout canoes regularly 
frequented a narrower stretch of beach, a favorite stopping place for those traveling 
up and down the Strait.^s Large groups often gathered here for celebrations and for 
harvesting coastal shellfish. 

Under the promotions of then Special Treasury Agent Victor Smith, Port Angeles was 
engulfed in a 3,260 acre navy and military reservation on 19 June 1862. By an 
executive order, Abraham Lincoln designated Port Angeles the Second National 
City on 10 March 1863. The effect of the reservation on Port Angeles was to contain 
and limit development to a small area. 

Clearly the native population understood the land better than the newcomers. A massive 
"flood of water came crashing down"^^ 16 December 1864, washing much of the 
early settlement away. Port Angeles took 20 years to recover with new permanent 
development centered along Front and Laurel Streets. Wooden structures of all 
sorts sprang up including houses, churches and a variety of waterfront commercial 
and business establishments. A n 1887 photograph claims to include the entire city 
population - 39 souls. 

Pressed against the bluff and constrained by the Townsite Reservation, expansion was 
forced to extend out over the water. Wharfs and piers extended the streets 
northward, making it difficult to interpret from map or photograph where one 
began and the other ended. There was an additional problem of building so close to 
the tidal line - soggy streets and sewage. As early as 1891, First Street was being 

Actually, the first settlement was roughly a mile west at the mouth of Valley Creek. A serious flood destroyed it in 1863 and the 
townsite shifted east. From the Port Angeles Public Library; Photograph Albums 

This was known as Hollywood Beach. It is listed on National Register of Historic Places. 
Find a source for this. 

'^Martin, Paul. Port Angeles, Washington: A History. Volume I . Port Angeles: Peninsula Publishing, Inc., 1983. p 24. This conflicts 
with a date for the event found in Photograph Albums, Patricia Campbell Room, Port Angeles Public Library. 
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raised upward. This was an extremely laborious task as the hillsides were hand-
shoveled and hauled to the end of the street, moving it slowly westward. 

Port Angeles developed as an important commercial center due to its location in the Strait 
of J u a n de Fuca and tied to the rich natural resources, notably timber, of the 
Olympic Peninsula. I ts downtown is an important artifact of the commercial 
growth of the region. 

This growth and development can best be understood as a series of phases punctuated by 
national and international economic and political events. These patterns are not 
unique to Port Angeles. However, when overlaid with Port Angeles's geography, 
resources, and stages of development, they combine to create a unique city. These 
phases are: 

Phase 1 1864 - 1 8 9 3 1886 population: 25 
This is the earliest phase of boomtown development that occurred after the 1864 flood that 

prompted the downtown core to move out of the path of Valley Creek. I t was 
shifted east to the mouth of Peabody Creek. 

Front Street had not yet been raised on solid ground and the process of extending and 
raising First Street was slow and laborious. Commercial and merchant 
establishments crowded along Front Street, east and west of Laurel Street, giving 
those to the north direct water access where business literally breached land and 
sea. Prior to the raising of Front Street, most buildings in the tidelands were 
constructed on piers and piles, seamlessly merging streets, wharfs, and buildings 
together. A motley collection of irregular and small wooden structures crowded 
together along a two block muddy path on the edge of the tideland. 

It ends with an economic crash, the Panic of 1893. Two structures inventoried date from 
this period, one building and the Oak Street stair. 

1896 estimated population 3,600 

P h a s e 2 1900 - 1915 1909 population 3,500 
It begins as the economy is slowly recovering at the turn of the century. The population 

slowly started rebounding after many left the region in the late 1890's. This phase 
of rapid development ends soon after the start of the Great War ( W W I ) 

A hydroelectric plant on the Elwha River i n 1911 certainly helped in the recovery, 
energizing the boom times in Port Angeles. That same year the first railroad out of 
Port Angeles began construction and plans for a steel mil l in nearby Irondale that 
would be "probably one of the largest in the world."^^ I n 1914, as this phase was 
about to end, the downtown began to completely transform itself with an elaborate 
sluicing project. Front Street was raised a story along with some of the side streets 
and tide land. The bluff that reached across Lincoln Street was gone. Many of the 
predominately wood frame structures were demolished at this time, some were 
raised, and some structures saw their first floors converted to basements as 

"Cheap Power From Company EstabHshed on Elwha River Has Given Impetus to Progress Throughout Section, R A I L R O A D 
B U I L D I N G ; NEW A C R E A G E OPENED, Port Angeles, Town With Varied History, Feels Impulse of Move That Means Widespread 
Prosperity Port Angeles Library: Patricia Campbell Room Vertical File "Port Angeles - Business - Early": "Peninsula Now Thrilling 
Under Promotion Boom". Seattle Daily Times, Monday Evening March 20 1911. 
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businesses moved up to the new street level. Single-family dwellings were slowly 
being pushed out of downtown in this period 

This was probably the biggest period of construction in the downtown. Along with the 
street improvements buildings were being put up, torn down and built anew. There 
are eight buildings inventoried that date from this period. Two of these structures 
were historically moved form their original locations. 

P h a s e 3 1917 -1930 
Downtown was still concentrated at the intersection of Front Street and Laurel Street but it 

was expanding rapidly now. Port Angeles was transforming from its boomtown 
roots. The motley collection of irregular and small wooden structures crowded 
together along a two block muddy path on the edge of the Tide L a n d were being 
replaced. Buildings from this period tended to be larger and constructed of more 
permanent materials. 

This was a period of rapid commercial expansion framed by the Great W a r and the Great 
Depression. Older wood frame buildings were being replaced by larger more 
substantial structures. The railroad was now a permanent feature across the 
waterfront where Lincoln, Laurel , and Oak Streets reached out to expand the 
downtown north with an orthogonal web of docks. They seamlessly merged dry 
land with the numerous wharfs reaching out into the harbor. The once formidable 
and restrictive bluff across Lincoln Street had been sluiced away. First Street 
quickly filled up with new retail and commercial structures. 

Development slowly ended as the effects of the Stock Market crash of 1929 made itself felt 
in the northwest. This period has the greatest extant representation in buildings 
currently in the downtown area of which 28 have been inventoried. 

Few, if any, single-family homes remained in the downtown core after this point, though 
hotels flourished. The largest of these, the Lee Hotel, 1927 (@ 112 West First 
Street) was built during this phase along with the Lee Hotel Addition, 1930 (@ 118 
West First Street) and the Annex Hotel, 1930 (@ 229 West First Street). 

Phase 4 1931 - 1945 
This phase saw little construction during the Depression economy. I t was a long dreary 

period in which businesses went under and banks foreclosed on properties. 
Development ground to a halt. 

It was not until government-sponsored public works projects and the increased demands 
for local raw materials in war production that the long slide was halted. 

The war, however, put commercial expansion and downtown improvements on hold. 
Several of the inventoried properties date from 1930 but are hangovers from the 
pre-Depression good times. Nothing inventoried was constructed downtown 
between 1932 and 1945. 

Phase 5 1945 - 1975 

This fifth phase of development was a Post-War rush to modernize and made possible, as 
the wartime economic engine was re-focused on the domestic market. A new 
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prosperity and unparalleled optimism seized the nation. There was a shift away 
from the past and an embrace of the future and things modern. Many viewed the 
older buildings with distain. New buildings were added as businesses shifted 
addresses. Many of the older structures were completely t r a n s f o r m e d . S h i n y 
glass and metal panels covered the past while bold modern graphics and signage, 
now regularly illuminated, was expanded as an entirely new design aesthetic did a 
complete makeover of downtown Port Angeles. T h i s boom moved forward with the 
Baby Boomers and into a future that is not yet sufficiently aged to qualify as 
historic. 

Two of the inventoried properties were built between 1945 and 1951, the Bay Variety Store, 
1949 (@ 135 West First Street) and the City J a i l , 1951 (@ 120 North Oak Street). 

Begun in the 1950's, downtown flight increased in the 1960's and 1970's as businesses and 
development increasingly moved to the edges and open areas, in response to the 
demands of cars, cars and more cars. This precipitated the abandonment of many 
buildings, the lack of continuing maintenance, and a general degrading of much of 
the historic fabric of downtown Port Angeles. I t opened the door to Urban Renewal 
schemes that would purge cities of much of their historic fabric with empty 
promises of new vibrant downtowns. 

P h a s e 6 1976 - 2 0 0 0 
I n the 1976 there developed a renewed appreciation of historical buildings following the 

Bicentennial celebration. The historic fabric in downtown areas across American 
was being reconsidered. Many individuals, businesses and organizations in Port 
Angeles have similarly supported that trend though there is still continuing loss of 
historic fabric and increasing threats to it. The dramatic declines of the timber 
industry in the 1990's, on which Port Angeles has historically been so dependant; 
has frustrated efforts to spur downtown redevelopment. Community organizations, 
governmental agencies, and individuals have struggled to find a new role for Port 
Angeles that acknowledges its changed economic base and maintains its historic 
character. Action is critical, i f efforts fail to save it now, there wi l l be little left in the 
near future. 

'^Port Angeles Library: Patricia Campbell Room Vertical File "Port Angeles - Business.": a. "Limited Downtown Space 
Forces Business to Outer Areas" Port Angeles Evening News 10 March 1950. b. "Downtown First Street Businesses Remodel for New 
Half-Century" Undated [c. Spring 1950]. 
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IV, Summary of Historic Resources 

Downtown Port Angeles exhibits great significance as an example of a western American 
downtown developed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century by pioneers and 
entrepreneurs who ventured to Port Angeles from all over the United States, and the world, 
to build a new city. 

Downtown Port Angeles developed historically as a hub of commercial activity directed 
toward those developing the resources of the Olympic Peninsula, be they natural or 
introduced through farming, moving goods in and out of Puget Sound, exploring the 
natural environment, or just trying to establish themselves with a home and in a 
community. To meet the needs of these disparate groups of people establish a downtown 
thriving at its core all type of store and restaurant, hotel, banking, commerce, 
transportation hub, and social organization. 

This inventory survey documents buildings and structures, which present a broad 
spectrum of the components that, have established this r ich urban fabric. Many of the 
inventoried buildings have architectural features, record an element of the commercial 
history of Port Angeles, or explain a unique aspect of the city's development. However, the 
significance of all the inventoried properties together with the entire urban fabric increases 
tremendously when there are understood and experienced together as dynamic 
components of a historic urban center. 

The survey identified over 71 historic buildings and numerous historic structures in the 
survey area. I t also noted the presence of more than 25 buildings constructed after 1950. 
42 buildings and 1 structure were inventoried. Approximately 20 were predominately 
engaged in retail/storefront activity. 

Four inventoried buildings are important in for their support of social organizations. 
Three buildings and the Oak Street stair made significant contributions to transportation; 
whether car, bus, train or foot. Lacking is research of the wharfs and dock buildings and 
ferry related histories. 

Seven of the inventoried buildings were all or part dedicated to hotel accommodations, a 
critical resource in a city with a transient population. 

Religious structures were notably absent from the downtown tending to have concentrated 
closer to the residential neighborhoods up over the bluff Only one extant downtown 
building (Historic; Apostolic Faith Mission @ 207/211 West First Street) had any 
significant religious activity. 
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V, Analysis 

• Survey Results 

Downtown Port Angeles retains a significant portion of its very rich architectural heritage. 
I t is a valuable record of the growth and development of the region and a mirror of 
the nation s. Many of the extant downtown structures have been modified or suffer 
from neglect and, as such, might not merit much individual attention. Many are 
simple commercial vernacular buildings with little or no outstanding architectural 
merit, yet they combine to give the whole downtown a historical strength far greater 
than the some of its parts. 

A number of people noted in this report see the historic fabric of downtown Port Angeles as 
a valuable resource and springboard to re-development. The City of Port Angeles is 
attempting to capitalize on Port Angeles' location at the top of the Olympic 
Peninsula, proximity to wilderness areas, waters, and Victoria, Canada. They seek 
to emphasis the importance of Port Angeles as both a destination city and gateway 
to surrounding points of interest emphasizing service and convenience. The two 
need not be mutually exclusive. 

The requirement the National Historic Preservation Act, Title 36 has clearly interjected a 
positive influence, creating an awareness of the importance of respecting the 
downtown's historic fabric. 

The loss of the Heckman Property at 123 East Front Street in 1997, and the historic 
Pavilion Roller Rink at 310 West Front Street in 1999, are a sad precedent for the 
after-the-fact approach to considering historic preservation. The Pavilion Roller 
Rink had significant architectural merit with its wonderful interior heavy timber 
trusses and a reservoir of rich cultural history. I t was demolished i n November 
1999. The heavy timber trusses were salvaged for a new church building outside of 
the downtown area. 

The recent "restoration''^^ Qf ^he Lee Hotel has helped to focus some positive attention on 
the value of historic structures downtown. 

There are many outstanding individual buildings i n the downtown but the overall integrity 
of its fabric is what seems to be at the greatest risk of being irreversibly eroded. The 
streets must remain pedestrian friendly and fully active with the diversity of 
business, commercial and hotel options that created Port Angeles historically. 
There must be support for the small business, the friendly face, and the rich 
diversity of the downtown fabric to support and enhance the historical patterns of 
historic Downtown Port Angeles. The downtowns wi l l never compete with the 
wide-open wastelands of suburban strip malls. But the suburban strip malls wi l l 
never have the rich texture of Downtown Port Angeles. Downtown Port Angeles 
was well established before the automobile supplanted the individual in urban 

The quality of the restoration is of questionable quality and integrity. The replacement windows do not match the previous windows' 
material or profile any more than the all-new aluminum storefront that runs continuously along the First Street facade restores the historic 
storefont. 
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planning. The critical goal to the survival of Downtown Port Angeles is making the 
downtown accessible without allowing the automobile to make it undesirable. 

Commercial and development interests have historically shaped downtown Port Angeles 
and they wi l l continue to do so. The historic fabric wi l l only be retained and 
renovated to the extent that it can contribute demonstrably to the efforts of 
development forces and present the preservation of Downtown Port Angeles as a 
valuable component to the downtown's economic future. 

Downtown does a far better job, however, of capturing the overall history of this place and 
its time when buildings, streets, wharfs, and historic scale are seen together as a 
collection of co-existing elements sharing a relationship with their land and sea. I t 
is on this basis that I believe a Historic District is essential to capture and to save 
the symphony of Port Angeles not simply its individual voices. 

As all the edges of downtown have begun to erode and lost substantial elements of their 
heritage I believe it is as important to establish a conservation district surrounding 
the core historic district. Strong guidelines need to be rapidly developed that wi l l 
direct new development to support and reinforce the historical character that 
created the downtown. 

• D e v e l o p m e n t T r e n d s 

The Graham Study in 1967 made an assessment of problems in downtown Port Angeles 
and developed a vision for the future. I t is clearly an artifact of the urban renewal 
policies of its generation. I t sought to create a downtown that is "compact, 
convenient, efficient and attractive."^^ I t identified "buildings in bad repair" and "a 
generally unattractive downtown" as two of eight identified problems. I t proposed 
pedestrianizing Laurel Street, adding, "mid-block pedestrian meanders (or malls)," 
and building "structured parking garages on the tidelands and West blocks, with... 
commercial development...above them" and "encourage high-rise residential 
development." There was no mention of the historic fabric or character in the 
report. 

The Hamilton Study conducted in 1994 was conducted by a Texas f irm and a Maryland 
firm. It included a "Traffic Flow and Parking Study," a "Site Evaluation and Land 
Use Study", and "Port Angeles Multi-Modal Transportation Project Action Plan."22 
This work looked at traffic and parking concerns almost exclusively noting that 
"Traffic congestion and parking 'have been gradually choking the viability of 
downtown businesses',"^s and it posited, "Downtown growth wil l become strongly 
inhibited unless the utility infrastructure is significantly improved." I t stated one 
element causing the lack of downtown development was "3) lot configurations not 
matching contemporary plans."^4 Again, there was no consideration for the impacts 
on or contribution of historical resources in this report. This study recommended 
the construction of a 'public transportation fixed facility', which has become the 
current proposed Multi-Modal Transportation Center. 

'̂ Parametrix, Inc. Multi-Modal Transportation Center Pre-Design and Downtown Revitalization Master Plan, Final report. Bremerton, 
Parametric, Inc., March 1997. p.l 
"Ibid. ,p.2 
-̂ Ibid., p.2 

' ' Ibid. ,p.2 
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V. Recommendations 

These events make clear the need for promoting respect and appreciation of downtown's 
historical resources, developing a shared vision for downtown and establishing 
controls necessary for the maintenance of the remaining historical fabric and the 
sensitive incorporation of new infill where the old fabric has been lost. 

I f the downtown is to retain not simply individual historic structures, of which it has 
many fine examples, but the overall fabric of the historic downtown, immediate 
steps must be made to prevent any further loss of historic structures and erosion 
of downtown fabric. Planning and development guidelines must be established 
that reinforce the larger historic features that contribute to the overall historic 
character of downtown Port Angeles. These include building's scale and 
relationship to the street, pedestrian access and street friendliness, and the size 
and diversity of development. Historic design guidelines that call for materials 
and designs that reinforce the historic character of the area must be 
implemented. 

Future development that infills the many "missing teeth" and the more substantial open 
block areas must respect historic precedents of size, scale, and texture to support 
and reinforce the historic fabric. This respect for the downtown's historic 
integrity must not be limited to individual structures but must include the overall 
pattern of buildings to the street, the human scale and varied texture of buildings 
on the street, and the incremental size of street facades. 

The blocks between Railroad and Front have lost much of their historic fabric, especially 
along the north side of Front Street. Further loss wi l l seriously erode the overall 
integrity of the entire downtown. This area needs to reinforce historic patterns 
and provide a strong buffer to the integrity of First Street. Without reestablishing 
a historic pattern of development. First Street wi l l lose its relationship to the 
water. The remaining piers and wharves, which are such an essential part of the 
whole history and development of the city, wi l l be lost. First Street has 
substantial historic integrity and as such a valuable resource. I t is a strong 
artifact of small town America. Unless protected it wi l l not retain a full picture of 
the unique character and history that is Port Angeles. 

At a minimum. North Lincoln Street and North Laurel Street must not be allowed to lose 
their pedestrian linkages to the waterfront. Where eroded, these streets' 
pedestrian linkages must reestablish their historical continuity to the waterfront 
i f the overall historical integrity of the downtown is to be significantly 
maintained. 

An area of downtown Port Angeles qualifies for Historic District status and this action 
should be pursued as quickly as possible to preserve and maintain it. (See Map 
D; Proposed Historic District and Conservation District). The Historic District 
incorporates the majority of the most significant individual historic structures 
with significant remaining integrity. The Conservation District draws an 
umbrella of protection over the entire downtown area to help reinforce the 
historical pattern of design and development and to protect and reinforce the 
overall integrity of the entire area. 
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I 
The economic resurgence of older downtowns has been shown to be best accomplished 

this through the encouragement of unique local, small-scale businesses. Big box 
retailers and most franchises can belong if they respect the smaller size. 

Local governmental programs should incorporate language and action to promote the 
restoration of historic structures and support the scale and texture of businesses 
that currently exist in the downtown. Incentives should discourage the 
amalgamation of properties into monolithic entities that destroy the historic 
intimate quality of the downtown. The City should develop greater public 
awareness of the richness of the cities historical legacy both locally and 
regionally. 

V 
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